Cat Encirhment

It’s International Tiger Day! Celebrate cats by creating some simple enrichment for your cat at home!

What you need:
- X-acto knife or scissors
- Your cat’s dry food or favorite treats
- Small plastic water bottle

What to do:
1. Make sure you’ve washed out your small plastic water bottle and removed the label.
2. Using a knife or scissors, carefully cut about 4 small holes in the side of the bottle. Make the holes just the right size so that the food kibble can fall out, but not too large that the food falls out too easily. Also make sure there are no sharp edges when cutting holes in the bottle.
3. Fill the bottle with a serving of cat food or your cat’s favorite treats. Make sure to screw the top back on the plastic bottle!
4. Give the treat toy to your cat and see what happens! Make sure to always supervise your pet when giving them a new toy.

Learn more about our tigers by tuning in to Como Live at 1:30pm on Facebook!